This is the homepage for your Guide. Click on the pencil icon next to your Guide’s URL. You will want to give your Guide a friendly URL name so that it is easier to find and so that people will remember the link to your LibGuide much easier.

Enter the name of your friendly URL. In this case I am giving my Guide the friendly URL of “politicalscience.” No spaces can appear between words in your friendly URL. You can however use dashes or underscores. I have decided not to use them, but you may want to do so.

Your Guide will automatically have http://libraryguides.lib.iup.edu/ as the beginning of the friendly URL. After you have entered the last part of your friendly URL, click on Save.

As you can see, the URL at the top of the Guide has changed. However, the real URL for the Guide will remain the same as shown in the gray box under the home tab, because it is the identifier for the site in the LibGuides system. In the content management system that IUP uses, friendly URLs are called aliases. However, just as it is in LibGuides, the longer webpage name is still used in CMS for the purposes of reusing content or editing content across multiple pages. The original URL for your Guide does not appear on the public site. It is only visible to those who are editing the Guide. Only the friendly URL is visible on the public display of your Guide.